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QUALITY WELDING PRODUCTSAnti-Spatter

ECONOMICAL D-350 
ANTI-SPATTER COMPOUND

- Non-toxic.
- Non-flammable.
- Surfactant based.
- Biodegradable.
- Paint Compatible.
- Water Soluble.
- No silicones.
- Private label programs available.
- Available in 1, 5, and 55 gallon container.

ANTI-SPATTER $ NOZZLE SHIELD

For M.I.G. Gun Nozzle and Welding Surfaces
New Quick Dry Formula, to save time and reduce cost.
- Reduces spatter build-up on M.I.G. Nozzles.
- Prevents spatter adhesion on surface.
- Reduces clean up time.
- Heat-resistant to withstand high temperature use.
- Non-flammable.
- Paint compatible.
- Contains no silicones.
- Contains no fluorocarbon.
- Contains methylene chloride.
- Uses Co2 propellent.
- Private label program available.
  Available in 16 and 24 oz. Aerosols.

NOZZLE DIP

Economical Formula to protect both 
Manual and Automatic M.I.G. Gun 
Nozzles and M.I.G. Gun Tips.

- Safe.
- Non-toxic.
- Contains no silicones.
- Non-flammable.
- Odorless.
- Contains no hydrocarbon solvents.
- 16 oz. Unbreakable container.
- Private label programs available.

ANTI-SPATTER COMPOUNDS

AQUA SHIELD PACKAGING

16300          Anti-Spatter 16 oz  Aerosol        12 / case
16300-1       Anti-Spatter  1 Gallon                  4 / case  
16300-5       Anti-Spatter  5 Gallon                   1 ea     
16300-55     Anti-Spatter  55 Gallon                 1 ea                               

AQUA SHIELD
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE

WATER BASED

Aqua-Shield is a revolutionary new anti-spatter and nozzle shield for the welding 

industry, specifically designed to provide a safe working environment for users of this 

product. This unique formulation contains no chlorinated solvents and is non-toxic. This 

product prevents weld spatter from adhering to mig nozzles, contact tips and related 

accessories, as well as an excellent spatter preventative in the weld area of metals to be 

joined. This product is paint compatible and any residual spatter maybe brushed or 

wiped away before painting.
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